
A law firm documented a nationwide racketeering
scheme by the cartels to bribe our judges & rig our
elections - after a 4 year investigation
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178 million people saw President Trump's visit to East Palestine, Ohio in spite of the fact that
Fox News did not cover it live. Trump brought water, food, supplies and hope to people who had
none. Trump spurred FEMA, the EPA, the NTSB and Buttigieg into action!

Citizen journalists like you and me CAN spread the truth better than the fake news. Keep going
Patriots!
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For comparison, Tucker’s show reaches around 3.5 million people. Trump’s team, with OUR
help, just delivered 50 times that. Morning Joe was HUGELY upset at how successful Trump’s
trip was!

President Trump even bought lunch at McDonald’s for the �rst responders!
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The NTSB said the derailment was preventable and the train company was well aware of that
fact. Now you know why Biden didn't go there and why the le� wing hedge funds that control
the train company wanted to blame President Trump for their own negligence.

The derailment was caused by an overheated axle, and the controlled burn wasn’t a controlled
burn at all and did more harm than good. The question is was the train sabotaged?

They were hoping they could cover this up, and you'd never know. Thank goodness President
Trump went there and shined a spotlight on East Palestine, Ohio for all the world to see.

There were three locomotives and 149 rail cars. Before the train derailed. the crew received a
warning telling them to immediately slow and stop the train to conduct an inspection.  It was

during the deceleration that a railcar carrying plastic pellets had a wheel bearing failure and
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caught �re. Knowing that, Team Biden and the fake news started blaming President Trump - and
the NTSB said that’s BS.

Trump War Room 
@TrumpWarRoom

WATCH: NTSB Chair Jennifer Homendy says the brake rule Buttigieg and Joy Behar 
blamed President Trump for repealing 'would not have prevented' the East Palestine 
derailment.

"The wheel bearing failed on car number 23. So even with ECP brakes, the derailment 
would have occurred." 

2:30 PM ∙ Feb 24, 2023
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James O’Keefe con�rmed he was forced out of Project Veritas by in�ltrators on the PV board
and the ring-leader, Matthew Tyrmand, a DeSantis in�uencer, was suspended from the New
York Young Republicans Club and banned on Bannon’s show.

Merissa Hansen 
@merissahansen17

Matthew Tyrmand is ousted from New York Republicans Club  

nyyrc.com
Update on the Club’s Board of Advisors - New York Young Republican Club

10:41 PM ∙ Feb 22, 2023

48 Likes 10 Retweets

WITZE: “It’s all coming together now, it appears the DeSantis clan, including PV board member
Matt Tyrmand, all banded together to oust James O’Keefe. They have, and will continue to target

others in the MAGA movement in order to dismantle it before the 2024 Presidential campaign.”
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Tyrmand also made regular appearances on Fox News’ Tucker Carlson Tonight to discuss Brazil -
where he purported himself to be an expert on foreign a�airs. He is also a big cheerleader for the
war in Ukraine, agitating on behalf of World War 3 for the Globalists. The company we keep.

Has Tucker mentioned anything about his pal Matt Tyrmand? I wonder why not?

IMHO - Tucker is a KOCH creation! That’s why.

Tierney's Real News 
@MaggiePeggy1234

The Koch-funded Libertarian think-tank, the CATO institute, wants OPEN borders 

Tucker Carlson was a senior fellow at CATO for 7 years

The Kochs also funded Tucker's magazine The Daily Caller

Why do we never talk about this?

Tucker is a Koch creation

5:09 AM ∙ Feb 24, 2023
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Here’s Tyrmand hanging out with other DeSantis in�uencers like Clay Travis, Steve Cortes, Dave
Rubin, Dave Raeboi, Karol Markowitz, Lisa Boothe, Buck Sexton, John Cardillo and Christina
Pushaw - who is a Soros plant from Ukraine and DeSantis’ handler & press secretary.

The DeSantis campaign is ONE BIG GLOBALIST ESTABLISHMENT OPERATION designed to
keep the borders open and keep the war going.
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Dave Rubin LOVES Tyrmand! He’s another bait & switch snake.

Big League Politics 
@bigleaguepol

MEET MATTHEW TYRMAND—The DeSantis-Loving, Ukraine War-Shilling Political 
Consultant Who Forced James O’Keefe From Project Veritas 

ift.tt
MEET MATTHEW TYRMAND—The DeSantis-Loving, Ukraine War-Shilling Political 
Consultant Who Forced James O’Keefe From Project Veritas - Big Lea…

1:28 PM ∙ Feb 22, 2023
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James O’Keefe still plans to change the world. Good for him. Sometimes getting �red can be the
best thing that happens to a person!

The good news is that James is already working on his future and he has lots of support from
MAGA and many PV team members. You can send him tips to the email address below.

JAMES O’KEEFE: “Those who are crazy enough to think they can change the world are the ones
who actually do. In a war room at midnight with a few happy warriors making moves!”

OKeefeTips@protonmail.com
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Jack Posobiec  
@JackPosobiec

BREAKING: The Whistleblowers of Project Veritas released new video standing with 
James O'Keefe

2:10 PM ∙ Feb 24, 2023

2,525 Likes 823 Retweets

Sidney Powell has been vindicated! A Texas judge has dismissed the petition brought by State
Bar of Texas’ Commission for Lawyer Discipline alleging that attorney Sidney Powell had
violated legal ethics rules with her work on President Donald Trump’s 2020 STOLEN election.

0:00 / 2:10
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EVEN BETTER - there was a hearing in Arizona on election fraud. I know - you’re tired of
hearings that present tons of evidence that nobody is allowed to hear or litigate. So am I.

This hearing, however, ended with testimony from a forensic investigator who works for a law
�rm who said that the election was rigged by the cartels through a money laundering and
RICO operation and they can prove it. Kari Lake has said that the cartels control Arizona. The
question was HOW?

Her law �rm has been investigating cartel racketeering for four years and was able to tie
ELECTION FRAUD to their bribery & blackmail schemes. Not only in Arizona but all around
the country!

The cartels launder money through property deeds using fake mortgage companies, fake
insurance companies, fake title companies and fake recipients. Our databases are created with a

back door so they can be changed online - where they create fake property owners to launder
money and fake votes to rig elections.

The cartels have bribed or blackmailed HUNDREDS of judges, politicians, city clerks & election
o�cials to facilitate the fraud, rubber stamp the fraud or look the other way and keep the scam
going. They have names. They also have evidence that Hobbs and Fontes and Runbeck were

bribed as well to rig Arizona’s elections in 2018, 2020 and 2022. They have the receipts.

I said a few years ago that I hope there is a racketeering and RICO investigation going on to
uncover money laundering for election fraud. Well, it looks like there is. It didn’t start out that
way but it ended up that way.

Start listening to her testimony at the link below at the 6 hour and 43 minute mark. It’s about
30 minutes long but you must listen. She is the last speaker, her name is Jacqueline Breger and
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she has a British accent, brown hair and dark out�t. You won't believe how bad it really is. The
law �rm actually has documented proof that there are some entire cities in Arizona that are
racketeering operations.

https://rumble.com/v2al7mk-arizona-legislation-joint-election-hearing-coverage-thur-1100-am-
et-.html

GS: “Peg, another improbable prediction of yours Came True! Anyone that is still not convinced
that Conservatives have been Screwed in the last two elections MUST watch this video! Listen to
the most undeniable compelling evidence ever delivered!! We must demand litigation and

imprisonment of these criminal scumbags!!”

DAVID: “Wow! I listened to Ms. Breger's testimony. The corruption in Arizona's election system

is just part of the greater corruption scheme by the cartels. They need to keep "their people" in
position to ensure that "Arizona is open for their business of drugs, human tra�cking, and other
crime. It makes sense now that the courts have not listened to Katie Lake's evidence of voter
fraud.
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The movie, "2,000 mules" laid it out very clearly. There is so much evidence and yet the courts
say that there is nothing there. This testimony, coupled with all the evidence in her report,
alleges that the judges are accepting bribes too. Perverting justice is one of the major sins

mentioned in the Bible. They are going to regret doing it.”

Some highlights pulled out by a friend of mine:

The cartels racketeering, include the entire city of Mesa and the city police.  Multiple state
databases have been ‘hacked’ including the Univ. of AZ which has corrupted data on diplomas. 
Legit docs are removed and hundreds of 1000s of false docs have been uploaded.
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“Elections in Maricopa and Pima County have been falsi�ed” using bribes and falsi�ed data,
involving state legislators and local o�cials.  Bribes were facilitated by attorneys.  2 real estate
agents were involved in the creation of false real estate sales and trustees and notaries.

25% of Maricopa county judges have accepted bribes.

She says they are dra�ing a ‘book’ of 300 pages with 3000 supporting.

Maricopa County database was designed with backdoors.  “has absolutely no integrity
whatsoever”.

Mike Lindell asked Brandon to interview the lawyer who uncovered the cartel racketeering
scheme. You can �nd his interview here. It’s great!

https://truthsocial.com/users/TrueGenFlynn/statuses/109923499743856180

MS: “He has a 300 page “book” and 3,000 supporting documents. Started in 2018, investigating
money laundering. He has clients who lost money in the transactions that paid him to investigate
- none of them are politically motivated.

I think he has had the �nancial motivation of uncovering mortgage fraud (used for money
laundering) which I think is compensable under federal law, somewhat like how whistleblower

cases against federal vendors are compensable to the whistleblower.  They get a percentage,
something like 10%.
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He uncovered money laundering in 20 states and has close to 10,000 falsi�ed documents in the
state of AZ.”

Who do the cartels basically work for? Communist China.

https://www.forbes.com/sites/nathanielparish�annery/2022/02/23/how-is-china-tied-to-organized-
crime-in-mexico/?sh=64f753922bd1

With this much corruption and cheating - Katie Hobbs didn’t need to campaign. That's the same
reason that Biden didn't campaign. They had the election stolen before it began.

I predicted that Minnesota would soon give driver’s licenses to illegal aliens. This is what they
did in California to choke it blue. Along with making weed legal.

Once you get a driver's license with no ID or proof of residence, you are then automatically
registered to vote. That means non-citizens and illegal immigrants will be voting in our elections
and choosing our leaders.
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What people don't seem to understand is that every illegal vote cancels a legal vote.

Why don't we just send our ballots to Communist China or Iran or North Korea or Ukraine and

let them vote for us. What's the point of having a country? What's the point of being an
American citizen? There is none. That's the point.

Roger Stone has written some incredible books outlining his take on Nixon (removed by a coup) -
JFK (killed by the CIA & LBJ) and now HW Bush (CIA Director & NAZI eugenicist)

His research is quite good.
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Last week, George Soros praised Ron DeSantis. This week, DeSantis got the coveted Jeb Bush
endorsement! Alert the media!
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Fox News is pushing Ron for President - even though he hasn’t announced yet! The Murdoch
News Network wants anyone but Trump. Even CNN has �gured it out!
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This is who Ron DeSantis chose as a running mate. A Never Trumper who called MAGA the
KKK. This is the person who would take over Florida if Ron leaves.

While Trump went to East Palestine to meet with the people, DeSantis is having a 3 day elite

donor event this weekend at the Four Seasons in Palm Beach - BEFORE HE HAS EVEN
ANNOUNCED he’s running for President! Isn’t that illegal?
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Fox News is a little nervous about DeSantis’ fundraising gala since it makes him look like a
Globalist elite. Ya think?
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I wasn't making it up. This article con�rms Fox News has banned Trump since November when
he announced he was running for President.

Murdoch wants to pick the next President just like he picked Biden.

Therefore, they will promote all the GOP candidates except for Trump. How do you like them
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apples?

Meanwhile, they continue to call themselves fearless, fair and balanced.

Tucker took the time to announce that a man named Vivek Ramaswamy was running for
President. Why?
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Vivek is a Soros fellow & a WEF young leader. Soros non-pro�ts funded his college scholarship.
He wiped that information from the internet before he announced. But the internet is forever. He

claims that’s not important or relevant.
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Vivek Ramaswamy, 37, a young Big Tech venture capitalist and author of the book "Woke Inc:
Inside Corporate America’s Social Justice Scam" announced on Tucker Carlson's show that he is
seeking the Republican presidential nomination. Ramaswamy says wokeism and cancel culture
are the biggest threats to America.

Ramaswamy was born and raised in Cincinnati, Ohio. His parents immigrated from India. He

was educated at Harvard & Yale Law School. He founded a pharmaceutical company & an asset
management �rm.

Team Vivek hates Trump & MAGA, however. They tried to delete their anti-MAGA tweets
before he announced but the internet is forever. That, of course, means that Tucker loves him.

Also, he is a WEF young leader and a Soros fellow.

"Vivek Ramaswamy is a self-promoting opportunist. He steals popular positions from others and
promotes them as if they are his own. It's all about him. It's all about money."
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Vivek is copying Trump’s positions in a ploy to appeal to MAGA while hating MAGA behind the
scenes. Don’t buy the con!
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Vivek has ties to Peter Thiel, Bill Ackerman & JD Vance. His investment operation is an
alternative to Blackrock ESG. So here’s another option. His motivation could be �nancial….
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Tierney's Real News 
@MaggiePeggy1234

It sounds to me like Vivek could be a ringer put in the race by Trump and Theil to push 
an alternative investment strategy to Blackrock ESG. 

Vivek can educate the base and take votes from DeSantis on his woke stance and 
take votes from Haley just cuz he can. 

1:08 AM ∙ Feb 25, 2023

1 Like 1 Retweet

Sadly, even Jesse Watters of Fox is pushing DeSantis’ YOUTH and using “ageism” as a reason to
reject Trump! President Trump recommended Jesse for the 7pm slot on Fox and this is how he
pays him back - with a segment from a Florida beach talking about anyone over 75 being too old

to be President? Not good.
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Rupert Murdoch, Jesse & Tucker’s boss, is 90. Let’s see Jesse or Tucker call Rupert too old to run
Fox!

Biden has e�ectively driven Russia into the arms of Communist China. Remember that the

socialist NAZIs joined forces with the Soviet Communists in 1939 to start WW2. Then they
betrayed each other. History is repeating itself!

President Trump understood the risk of driving Putin into Xi's arms and his ENTIRE strategy
was built around keeping them apart. He worked hard to give them reasons to work WITH
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America and NOT with each other.

Unfortunately, the clowns in DC all think they are smarter than Trump. So does the fake news.
They're NOT - and of course they ALL screwed it up big time.

I'm a pretty smart person but I'm smart enough to know that President Trump is WAY smarter
than I am and way smarter than 99.99% of the world.

Dunning-Kruger is the number one disease in America. It's where clueless people think they are
smarter than they really are. That misplaced arrogance and hubris will be the death of us all.
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LS: “It’s important to remember what Ukraine is to the Globalists: 1) Their chief location for
money-laundering in the world. 2) Next to China, their main source of bioweapons labs 3) Right
now, it’s the only way they can drag the EU & US into a war because it's all collapsing around
them.”

At the UN, only 7 countries are against the war and 32 have abstained. They want war. MAGA

does not. NO MORE WAR.
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McGregor said that his sources inside of Russia say they are running ammunition plants 24/7 and
preparing for a 30 month war. Putin has also withdrawn from the only remaining nuclear treaty
with the US.

Gnothac 
@Gnothac

@MaggiePeggy1234 I found it 

12:45 AM ∙ Feb 24, 2023

1 Like 1 Retweet

Elon Musk showed his cards - he wants DeSantis and he’s in favor of WW3.

ELON MUSK: “A Russia-China alliance is inevitable. It will grow much stronger over time.”

JOE PAGS: “It wasn't inevitable under Trump. Remember the guy you said was a bull in a China
shop? How's that shop holding up under Biden?”

FRIEDMAN: “Grandma always said, “Never �ght Russia and China at the same time.” So did
Henry Kissinger.”

FRIEDMAN: “It is a struggle over semiconductors — the foundational technology of the
information age. The alliance that designs and makes the smartest chips in the world will also

have the smartest precision weapons, the smartest factories and the smartest quantum
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computing tools to break virtually any form of encryption. Today, the U.S. and its partners lead,
but China is determined to catch up — and we are now determined to prevent that.

The U.S. was in an untenable position. Today we are purchasing 100 percent of our advanced

logic chips from abroad — 90 percent from TSMC in Taiwan and 10 percent from Samsung in
Korea. We do not make in the U.S. any of the chips we need for arti�cial intelligence, for our
military, for our satellites, for our space programs. The U.S. has essentially declared war on
China’s ability to advance the country’s use of high-performance computing. Game on.”

In other words, the Globalists have failed to prepare for the future so they need WW3 to buy

them some time. They’ll use our blood & treasure to cover for their mistakes.

SUNDANCE: “These are the two teams for WW3. They’ve been planning this for a while.”

The NWO WW3 BATTLE - the US-Europe-Canada-Australia-Japan against China-Russia.

In 2016, the Ukrainians bet that Hillary Clinton would o�er better protection from a Russian
invasion than Trump.

So, Ukraine worked with Obama to help Clinton - and hurt Trump - in 2016. The operation was
run out of the Ukrainian Embassy in DC.

https://www.realclearinvestigations.com/articles/2022/03/10/how_ukraine_conspired_with_dems_

against_trump_to_prevent_the_kind_of_war_happening_now_under_biden_820873.html
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President Trump was asked by Glenn Beck if the Biden administration blew up the Nordstream
pipeline:

“Well it could have been us and it could have been Ukraine, and it could have been some 3rd

party country that wants to see trouble.

The one group it wasn’t was Russia…that’s the one thing I can tell you for sure…that pipeline was
a huge money making proposition for Putin. He's not going to blow it up.

It could have been the US working in conjunction with Ukraine because Ukraine has total
dominance over the United States.

Total dominance. We've given Ukraine over 100 billion dollars and Europe has give them

basically nothing. That bothers me. These people are sick."

Can you say blackmail? How many members of the US Congress and the executive branch are
being blackmailed by Ukraine for their money laundering and espionage activities in Ukraine? I
guarantee you that the big Z has something on them all. And the CIA is helping.

American taxpayers have to fork over their hard-earned cash to a corrupt country because our

leaders are being blackmailed and bribed into submission.

Glenn Beck asked President Trump why Biden would let China �y over our country to surveil
our military installations....

PRESIDENT TRUMP: Well, there are those that say as you know Biden and the Biden family are
truly con�icted and compromised with respect to China. There's a lot of money going around

and it's substantial money and big money and decisions are being made.

I mean when you look at what they're doing to us on trade. They're giving back so much of what
I won and it's crazy. It doesn't make sense. It's like the border - it doesn't make sense to allow. It
will be 15 million people pretty soon. 15 million. That's not three million. The people are pouring
in at will.

I'm watching hospitals being overrun and everything is being overrun by people that are coming

out of prisons and mental institutions. They're overrunning our country. Who would say that is
good? What person would say that's good.
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It looks like we are compromised by China because decisions are being made that are very
strange. For example, on the balloon. Why wasn't that shot down long before. Those messages
don't sit there - they are immediately transmitted. So this thing �ew all across our country - did

its work - had nothing le� to do and was heading back and then they �nally shot it down.

The whole thing is crazy. So many things are wrong. Why don't we have voter ID? Why are they
allowing millions of people to come in - many of these people are terrorists. They are destroying
and poisoning the border and we're going to feel it for many years to come.

Why are they doing this? Why would anybody be doing this. This is a family that could very well

be compromised. Why are they letting this happen with respect to China?

The ultimate sin is taking place. I learned this when I was a young student studying history.
Never let China and Russia unify. We have let them unify - we forced them into uni�cation.
That's the most dangerous thing that can happen to our country.

https://www.glennbeck.com/radio/trump-warns-russia-chinas-uni�cation

New footage is coming out about J6 that shows the DC police shouting that they were set up by
their bosses.

https://www.glennbeck.com/radio/trump-warns-russia-chinas-unification
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At �rst the police �red gas canisters into the crowd and into the police line by mistake — driving
the peaceful crowd forward so they could breathe and disabling the police who had no gas
masks. Then they �red rubber bullets and tear gas into the peaceful crowd AFTER they drove

them forward. Then they beat innocent protesters. This is called bait & entrapment. NO wonder
they didn’t want this footage out. Wait until the �nal timeline comes out. Here’s a taste.

InvestigateJ6 
@InvestigateJ6

On January 6th at 1:13pm: Officer Thau and the DC Metropolitan Police arrived on 
the Capitol’s West Plaza. 

Upon arrival, Thau frantically requests Capitol Police provide him with “blast 
munitions” to start throwing at the mostly peaceful crowd. 

https://twitter.com/InvestigateJ6/status/1627767555745107984?s=20
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8:30 PM ∙ Feb 20, 2023

1,067 Likes 725 Retweets

DC_Draino 
@DC_Draino

🚨MASSIVE J6 DISCOVERY🚨

Timelapse video of the West Side of the Capitol shows the crowd move past police 
lines at 2:27 PM EST

You know what happened at 2:26 PM?

Bodycam footage shows a cop shooting a tear gas grenade *into police lines* 
causing them to retreat for air

Watch! 

6:03 PM ∙ Feb 23, 2023

27,156 Likes 13,639 Retweets

StopHate.com🛑 
@HelpStopHate

Here's a picture of the @CapitolPolice who shot Joshua Matthew Black in the cheek
with a rubber bullet FOR NO REASON at 1:07 PM on #January6 right after a man on
a megaphone implored "Please do not fire on us! We don't mean you any harm."
#PoliceBrutality justice.gov/usao-dc/defend…
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11:22 PM ∙ Jan 10, 2023

124 Likes 106 Retweets

NOVA Campaigns 
@NoVA_Campaigns

@DCPoliceDept Lazewski Bodycam 🎥

🚨 Holy crap 👇🚨 

�DC Metro angry, frustrated, complaining of CS gas & no prep by police leaders

“Let us know [about CS]!” “I didn’t know we were coming up 2 this, I woulda made 
sure we all had our masks” “They set us up to fail” “They did”… 
https://t.co/Uj3PjOJRFw 

3:54 AM ∙ Feb 23, 2023

315 Likes 190 Retweets

NOVA Campaigns 
@NoVA_Campaigns

@DCPoliceDept Bodycam 🎥 of Lazewski

Many clips already of DC Metro�: “They set us the fuck up… let them [protesters] 
take this morherfucker [@uscapitol] building”

But notice @ end, MPD’s👮S.SERRATOS: “I’m hot, I’m hot!”

Her body cam 📸 is on/hot - worried that👂terrible https://t.co/xSL4j1q4UK 
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3:18 AM ∙ Feb 23, 2023

64 Likes 28 Retweets

NOVA Campaigns 
@NoVA_Campaigns

This was not shown at the @January6thCmte hearings

The @DCPoliceDept that testified were not these men and women. These � felt their 
leadership set them up for failure on Jan 6 https://t.co/zVVVj4kMG2

NOVA Campaigns @NoVA_Campaigns

@DCPoliceDept Lazewski Bodycam 🎥

🚨 Holy crap 👇🚨 

�DC Metro angry, frustrated, complaining of CS gas & no prep by police leaders

“Let us know [about CS]!” “I didn’t know we were coming up 2 this, I woulda 
made sure we all had our masks” “They set us up to fail” “They did”… 
https://t.co/Uj3PjOJRFw https://t.co/zmIPuaD01v

12:54 PM ∙ Feb 23, 2023

299 Likes 161 Retweets

InvestigateJ6 
@InvestigateJ6

The first blood shed on January 6th. 
West Plaza 1:07pm. This shooting was an illegal civil rights violation. 

See case law: Fogarty v. Gallegos (10th Cir. 2008) https://t.co/1aSbX2KrFi 
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StopHate.com🛑 @HelpStopHate

Here's a picture of the @CapitolPolice who shot Joshua Matthew Black in the 
cheek with a rubber bullet FOR NO REASON at 1:07 PM on #January6 right after 
a man on a megaphone implored "Please do not fire on us! We don't mean you 
any harm." #PoliceBrutality
https://t.co/ZuylwocLQN https://t.co/HFRfSLKRtF

5:19 PM ∙ Feb 22, 2023

515 Likes 369 Retweets

I agree with Roger. It looks like Tucker was not given the actual footage but was allowed to view
it on one terminal with the Feds looking over his shoulder!

So does Mike Lindell. He’s suing McCarthy to release it to everybody - not just Fox!

Mike Lindell: “Fox is going to si� through it and only put out what they want and I’m tired of
them breaking our constitutional rights. We’re injured by not having access, and then the other

thing is the Equal Protection clause, discrimination by the speaker. You don’t just give it to Fox
– it’s like a cover-up. Why does just Fox get this? So they can cover it up even more? It’s
disgusting.”

This is a funny turn of events. Angela Davis, of the Black Panthers, calls the founding of America

a white supremacist operation. However, it turns out that her ancestors came over on the
May�ower! Does that mean she’ll have to pay reparations to herself!

Jack Posobiec  
@JackPosobiec

Black Panther Angela Davis asked to pay reparations after Mayflower ancestry 
revealed

https://twitter.com/InvestigateJ6/status/1628444285317132288?s=20
https://twitter.com/InvestigateJ6/status/1628444285317132288?s=20
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thepostmillennial.com
Black Panther Angela Davis asked to pay reparations after
Mayflower ancestry revealed
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The corrupt Democrat DA in Atlanta pulled together a “special grand jury” to try to “get”
President Trump. She fed them crap for 9 months. They issued a report which was partly
released. Dershowitz said the “special grand jury” was unconstitutional and the report was

meaningless.

Then the lunatic foreman, who practices WITCHCRAFT, went on a media tour - which is totally
illegal. All she did was prove that the entire process is fraudulent and nothing more than another
witch hunt. What they are trying to do with her appearance is poison the public against Trump
so that if they decide to indict him later for NO REASON (because they have none) that the jury

will already be intimidated and swayed. This is the same stunt they pulled in Minneapolis with
Derek Chauvin.
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STEPHEN MILLER: “A Democrat prosecutor with a Democrat grand jury can basically do
whatever they want to whomever they want without regard to any facts or law & with virtually no
due process.
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The grand jury system was built on a presumption of legal ethics and neutrality that one side has
utterly jettisoned.”
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Chelsea Clinton is pushing this garbage.
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TIKTOK PASTOR: "God is gay, God is a lesbian, God is trans, God is queer, God is non-binary,
God is cisgender...God is you and you are God."

They’re replacing Christianity from within with the woke cult.

Communism is a religion (atheism) and it insists on being put �rst in a person's life, even ahead
of God. The goal of a liberal church is not to convert people to Christianity, it's to convert people
to woke atheist Communism.

Once you �gure that out - it all makes sense. That's why it is important to choose your family's
church wisely. That's why it is important to choose your child's college wisely. Unless you want
your children to grow up to be atheist Communists. It's up to you.
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A few years ago I posted a story on Facebook about a group of 8 men in India who gang raped a
pregnant goat to death. I was horri�ed and called it “3rd world sickness.”

Sadly, I was called an e�ng racist and xenophobe by those closest to me for daring to post this
truth. They asked me to remove the post and apologize for being o�ensive! They told me that a
true Christian would have compassion and empathy for the rapists and would not speak harshly
of a person from India. Hmm.

I did NOT remove the post and I did NOT apologize. I will NOT pretend this is OK. Evil prevails
when good men and women do and say NOTHING.

Well, now it looks like Spain is legalizing bestiality. Isn’t that great? Dinesh D’Souza - who was
born in India - has no problem calling out evil wherever it comes from!
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The next step will be legalizing pedophilia as long as you don't kill the child in the process.

Do you see how the slippery slope works? People become so obsessed with accepting and
tolerating everything, that they even defend evil. Then they teach their children to tolerate and

accept evil and even excuse them when they do heinous things!

Here’s a great example:

This is the 18-year old wannabe gangsta from Philadelphia who murdered a cop by standing over
him and shooting him in the head 5 times a�er the o�cer caught him carjacking. Then he tried
to steal his gun. Then his wealthy mommy came and picked him up and tried to cover for him.
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He's a Communist. He thinks being a Communist revolutionary like the genocidal maniac Che
Guevara is cool. His sweatshirt has an anti-capitalist logo on it and his social media posts are all
about Communism. He thought it was cool to assassinate this police o�cer.

These same ANTIFA-like thugs are taking over Minneapolis - and their liberal parents are

enabling them. I know many. Their kids are caught dealing drugs or stealing guns or looting or
carjacking or destroying property by arson, or whatever, and they bail them out and excuse their
behavior instead of teaching them right from wrong and teaching them that evil behavior has
CONSEQUENCES.
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If you like my work, please donate to me here. Or you can send a check to Peggy Tierney, PO
Box 242, Spooner, Wisconsin 54801. I don’t accept advertising so you don’t have to wade
through ads and pop-ups and click bait when you’re trying to read REAL news.

Or just send me a note or a card! I love hearing from you. Thank you to all who have donated in

the past. I truly appreciate your generosity!

You can reply to this email to respond to me directly. I added the ability to add comments to my
newsletter so please make comments on this post if you would like to check in, have information
to add or something to say! If I add new information to a post, I will also post it in comments.
You can �nd all my current newsletters at my website at

TierneyRealNewsNetwork.substack.com.

Thanks again, and please share my newsletter and encourage your friends to subscribe! It’s free
and always will be!
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Tierney's Real News Feb 24 · edited Feb 24 Author

UPDATE: For some reason, they changed the feed of the hearing to 8 hours instead of 4 hours (they
must have added a narrative up front) so the testimony starts around the 6 hour and 42 minute mark.
Try that instead! She has a British accent, brown hair and dark outfit.
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Tierney's Real News Feb 24 Author

Interview follow-up to testimony
https://truthsocial.com/users/TrueGenFlynn/statuses/109923499743856180
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